Abstract

Since the 1950s, the Kingdom of Morocco has been and remains one of the pioneers in the fight against trachoma, a disease that has completely disappeared in the majority of its national territory, but some endemic pockets have persisted and pose a health risk, particularly for children and women.

Morocco finds itself today, thanks to years of joint efforts, at the forefront of the world stage of the fight against trachoma. The country has demonstrated through its experience the effectiveness and relevance of the "SAFE" strategy – an extensive programme designed to tackle trachoma and its complications. The strategy is complex in its implementation and requires the synergy of a set of actors dedicated to specific activities, whether medico-surgical management activities aimed at setting up a physical project for local development, or information and awareness-raising activities.

The key to the long-term success of eliminating blinding trachoma was not only to link distribution of drugs to the entire project area for several years to reduce substantially the reservoir of human-to-human transmission, but also to ensure permanence. In addition,
services that provide quality palpebral surgery and especially repeat treatment campaigns with antibiotics, as well as health education campaigns and the promotion of personal and collective hygiene have generated sustainable changes in the living environment of receiving populations.
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Introduction

Trachoma, caused by particular serovars of Chlamydia trachomatis, is the leading infectious cause of blindness (1). Infection is associated with an inflammatory conjunctivitis known as “active trachoma”. Repeated episodes (2) of active trachoma can result in eyelid scarring, which in some individuals leads to trachomatous trichiasis (TT), in which one or more eyelashes are diverted to touch the eye. TT is extremely painful (3). It can be corrected surgically. If it is left untreated, it can lead to corneal opacification, low vision and blindness.

Endemic blinding trachoma is found in populations with poor personal and community hygiene. Factors associated with elevated individual risk of trachoma include lack of adequate water supply, absence of basic sanitation facilities, living with a trachoma case, crowding and poverty in general. The common element seems to be the presence of children with dirty faces in the proximal environment: the presence of infectious ocular and nasal discharges facilitates transmission.
Trachoma can be eliminated as a public health problem using a package of interventions known as the “SAFE strategy”, comprising surgery for TT, antibiotics to clear ocular C. trachomatis infection and facial cleanliness and environmental improvement (particularly improved access to water and sanitation) to reduce C. trachomatis transmission (4).

Worldwide, an estimated 1.9 million people are visually impaired as a result of trachoma, of whom 450,000 are blind (5). As of 2018, there were 157.7 million people living in districts in which the trachomatous inflammation–follicular (TF: the presence of five or more follicles, each at least 0.5mm in diameter, in the central part of the upper tarsal conjunctiva) prevalence was ≥ 5% in 1–9-year-olds (6). In 2016, the global burden of TT was estimated to be 2.8 million cases in all endemic countries combined (7).

Morocco does not contribute people to either of these prevalence estimates, having recently been acknowledged to have eliminated the disease as a public health problem, after decades of work against the disease. Here, we set out to document the history of trachoma control in Morocco to 1) keep in memory this disease which may present a future risk of re-emergence; 2) demonstrate the relevance of the SAFE strategy as a control tool; and 3) share our experience with all endemic countries, in case the lessons we learned are also useful for them.

Methods

History of the fight against trachoma in Morocco

The first Moroccan statistics on trachoma date from 1927 to 1952, when it became clear that trachoma was prevalent throughout the country, with a greater frequency in its southern part (8,9). The information for the years prior to 1952, although interesting, is somewhat difficult to interpret epidemiologically, because often no clear distinction was made between inflammatory and cicatricial trachoma (10). In this bibliographic context, the first critical reference work remains the surveys carried out by Kupka et al. between 1962 and 1965 (11,12) in the regions of Errachidia, Ouarzazate, Tata and Goulmima, where the active trachoma prevalence was between 85% and 99%, varying between zones. The proportion of active trachoma cases to all cases ranged from 41% to 63%. TT affected 2–7% of the population, and the severity of trachoma was more marked in females.

In 1952, a mass trachoma treatment programme was launched in Morocco. The campaign involved topical application of 1% chlortetracycline ointment, twice daily, for 3–5 consecutive days per month for 6 months (13). Between 1953 and 1971, Morocco, in collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) trained doctors and nurses about trachoma at the National Center of Ophthalmology of Salé (a city near Rabat). Subsequently, teams were deployed throughout the national territory, particularly in the
regions of the Draa Valley and Dades, to treat populations with trachoma (13,14).

In 1954 an experiment was conducted in 24 southern Moroccan villages to provide data for an evaluation of the three fundamental measures for the control of epidemic eye infections: first, mass treatment and prevention with an antibiotic during the epidemic conjunctivitis season; secondly, mass sulfonamide treatment before the epidemic season, to reduce the frequency of human sources of contagion; and third, fly control. The main objective of the latter study was to reduce the number of fly populations in the villages and to study: 1) natural seasonal variations between different fly species; 2) the role of these species in seasonal conjunctivitis epidemics; and 3) the effect of fly control on such epidemics. This part of the story shows how much Morocco was engaged in the fight against trachoma through diversified actions, particularly the environmental component. Through this study, a correlation was established between the number of flies and the frequency of conjunctivitis. The investigators recommended establishing a sanitation programme over the long term (15).

Kupka et al. studies during 1962–1965 investigated environmental factors, particularly water resources and their use, as well as the relationship between the prevalence and severity of trachoma in women and the increased risk of exposure to infection. There was a clear correlation between the prevalence of trachoma and the distance from housing to water supplies, the risk being higher when the distance grew. There were more cases of active (inflammatory) trachoma when use of water for hygiene was low (12) (Figure 1).

In 1975, the Morocco trachoma control strategy was revised following analysis of the epidemiological situation based on provincial reports and targeted surveys. The revision proposed a two-component approach: 1) a school-specific strategy based on the organization of national days to fight communicable ophthalmia, which concerned all community (traditional) and primary schools. This strategy was based on the treatment of all detected cases with topical chlortetracycline 1%, twice daily, for 5 days in the case of conjunctivitis, and 6 weeks in the case of active trachoma, health education also being offered (17); and 2) a strategy for the entire population in 14 provinces in the south-east of the country. These campaigns for the prevention of communicable ophthalmia were organized each year in October and November. Treatment was based on the application of chlortetracycline 1%, twice daily for 3 days. If a case of active trachoma was found, the treatment involved application of chlortetracycline 1%, 2 times a day for 6 weeks and treatment to all members of the family (16).

During the 1990s, epidemiological investigations confirmed the ongoing reality of trachoma in Morocco. Despite many years of specific control, the disease was still a major cause of preventable blindness. Certainly, the improvement in standards of living of the majority of the
population closely correlated to the economic development experienced by the country, and had significantly reduced the geographical extent of trachoma to a point at which it had disappeared completely from Moroccan cities and most of the national territory. However, some residual provinces in the south-east of the country remained affected. This situation was confirmed in 1992 by a national survey on the prevalence and causes of blindness.

The 1992 survey estimated the overall national prevalence of trachoma to be 5.4%. Virtually all cases were found in rural communities of Errachidia, Figuig, Ouarzazate, Tata and Zagora. Women and children were the most affected. Approximately 360,000 people had TF or TI (trachomatous inflammation–intense: pronounced inflammatory thickening of the upper tarsal conjunctiva that obscures more than half of the normal deep tarsal vessels), while TT affected between 35,000 and 40,000 people (19). The national survey thus made it possible to establish a national report card on trachoma, with identification of the remaining endemic areas.

To know more about the epidemiological situation, the Ministry of Health organized further studies. In 1992, a survey was conducted in the province of Ouarzazate to: 1) assess the magnitude and severity of disease; and 2) train health workers on the epidemiological evaluation of trachoma, including the use of the simplified trachoma grading system recommended by WHO (20).

The study was conducted in conformity with the guidelines proposed by WHO, with a random sample of 30 clusters selected from the general population of the province, using a probability proportional to size method. Thus, the sample comprised 1200 individuals, of whom 1185 were examined. The overall prevalence of active trachoma (TF and/or TI) was 18% (95% CI = 12.8–23.2%). The prevalence of TI in children aged under 10 years was 12.8% (95% CI = 6.8–18.8%). The severity of disease was confirmed by a prevalence of TT of 2.2% (95% CI = 1.4–3.0%) and of corneal blindness, which was estimated at 1.6%. After this study, the investigators concluded that trachoma deserved public health attention, particularly in the valley of Oued Draa, where all the indicators suggested more severe disease than that found elsewhere in the province (18).

In 1993, the Ministry of Health conducted a new survey on the prevalence and severity of trachoma in the target provinces. The blinding character of trachoma was again demonstrated: TT affected 1% and 2.2% of >15-year-olds in Figuig and Ouarzazate, respectively, while corneal opacities were estimated to affect 1.2% and 3.3% of >15-year-olds in those two provinces (21).
In 1998, the World Health Assembly adopted resolution WHA51.11 on the global elimination of blinding trachoma. It recommended increased implementation of the SAFE strategy (22). In 1999, Morocco and four other trachoma-endemic countries (Ghana, Mali, the United Republic of Tanzania and Viet Nam) were offered the support of the International Trachoma Initiative (ITI) to fight the disease even more effectively, with launch of a range of intersectoral activities. The five countries incorporated an azithromycin mass-drug administration programme into their therapeutic strategy.

Thereafter, the SAFE strategy was introduced in the target provinces of Morroco (Errachidia, Figuig, Ouarzazate, Tata and Zagora). Many actions were undertaken. Several thousand cases of TT were operated annually by trained health workers. Active trachoma was addressed through mass treatment with azithromycin plus implementation of the F and E components of SAFE in collaboration with national partners, including the Ministry of National Education, the Ministry of Employment, Social Development and Solidarity, the Ministry of Equipment, the National Office of Drinking Water, Helen Keller International Morocco, Hassan II Ophthalmology Foundation and local development associations.

The use of azithromycin was first tested in the province of Tata before being generalized in 1999 to the other four provinces. Approximately 700 000 doses of this drug were distributed annually between 1999 and 2005 (23). This achieved antibiotic coverage of ≥ 80% of the eligible population in the targeted provinces and (in concert with the F and E activities) a reduction in prevalence of active trachoma among children aged 1-9 years to ≤ 5% (Figure 2).

From 1997 to the end of 2005, 35 000 people with TT were treated surgically. This reduced the prevalence of TT to less than 0.1 per 1000 in the all-ages population of the targeted provinces. In accordance with WHO recommendations, the programme continued to operate on incident cases of TT (Figure 3).

The distribution of antibiotics was accompanied by education and awareness-raising actions using various methods of communication, including radio, television, print media and movies about the disease, its risk factors and its consequences. Schools, health facilities, educational and social centers and mosques were also used to organize communication activities. Approximately 1.3 million people benefited from these activities each year. Physical actions to improve personal and collective hygiene were also undertaken, including: 1) organizing cleanliness campaigns, such as measures to fight flies, and demonstrations of hygienic disposal of human waste; 2) constructing latrines in schools and mosques; and 3) drilling wells and constructing water towers to provide water to mosques, schools and communities. The prevalence surveys conducted by the programme provided an opportunity to assess the
cleanliness of the face and the conditions of collective hygiene. WHO’s definition of “clean face” was used in the various prevalence and hygiene assessment surveys (Figure 4).

By the end of 2005, Morocco had reached the elimination prevalence targets and initiated the establishment of epidemiological surveillance work.

The epidemiological surveillance system was developed by the Moroccan programme with support from WHO, ITI and the International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness, Italy. It allowed control of the determinants of trachomatous disease and rested on existing structures in the national healthcare system (Provincial Epidemiology Cells, Regional Epidemiology Observatories and the Epidemiological Surveillance Service). The trachoma epidemiological surveillance system was established at the level of the target provinces to help track trends in trachoma, to generate decisions and facilitate action at the local level. It incorporated three methods, as follows: 1) sentinel surveillance of TF. Each year, children aged 1–9 years attending schools or primary healthcare centres were routinely screened. In each TF case, a contact investigation was commenced in the family and in the village. 2) The epidemiological surveillance of TT. This is based on a strategy called "exhaustive screening of TT" for the whole population (door to door). 3) Special investigations and epidemiological studies (24).

In 2009, the Ministry of Health carried out representative surveys in order to assess the epidemiological situation of trachoma at the level of the most disadvantaged communities in the target provinces, to measure some indicators related to behaviour change and environmental improvement and to evaluate the epidemiological surveillance system for trachoma.

In 2010, the results of these surveys were validated by a committee of national and international experts in Rabat. They reached two important conclusions: 1) no cases of TI were observed in children aged 1–9 years in all provinces; and 2) comparative analysis of cross-sectional data with those of the epidemiological surveillance system for trachoma showed that the latter was supplying critical information to monitor trachoma (25).

In 2015, WHO’s Strategic and Technical Advisory Group on Neglected Tropical Diseases endorsed standardized processes for confirming and acknowledging success for all neglected tropical diseases targeted for eradication, elimination of transmission, or elimination as a public health problem. The process for diseases targeted for elimination as a public health problem was defined as “validation” (26).
Elimination of trachoma as a public health problem is defined as: 1) a prevalence of TT “unknown to the health system” of < 1 case per 1000 all-ages population (or < 0.2% in ≥15-year-olds); and 2) a prevalence of TF in children aged 1–9 years of < 5%, in each formerly endemic district, and a system to identify and manage incident cases of TT (27).

Establishing that the TT and TF prevalence thresholds have been met in a district is a two-step process. First, following a period of implementation of interventions against trachoma, and at least 6 months after the final planned round of antibiotic mass drug administration has been completed, an impact survey is undertaken. If the TF prevalence threshold has been met, the district enters a 2-year period of pre-validation surveillance, during which time antibiotic mass drug administration should not be implemented. Second, at the conclusion of that 2-year period, a pre-validation surveillance survey should be undertaken (28,29).

In perfect agreement with WHO criteria for validation of trachoma’s elimination as a public health problem, Morocco presented a dossier documenting the achievement of elimination targets. The epidemiological situation at the end of 2016 was characterized by:

- Prevalence of TT ≤ 1 / 1000 in the all-ages population.
- Prevalence of TF 0.92% in children aged 1–9 years.

The dossier presented information to support the current epidemiological situation of trachoma in the country and described the systems for identifying and managing patients with TT. Based on the evidence provided in the dossier and the recommendation of an ad-hoc dossier review group, WHO concluded that Morocco had eliminated trachoma as a public health problem. This great achievement was officially announced by WHO in November 2016 (30,31).

**Results and conclusions**

The lessons to be learned from the Moroccan programme to fight trachoma include the following elements that were felt locally to be critical to success (32):
Political engagement

Integration of trachoma control in primary health care

Implementation of all components of the SAFE strategy

Adoption of evaluation as a fundamental component of monitoring and planning

Decentralization of planning, monitoring and evaluation

Communication to the general public on the progress of the fight against trachoma (including, for example, field visits by media professionals).

Morocco would be happy to advise other countries engaged in the fight against trachoma.
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